SAMINA Gravity®
Inclined Sleeping
SAMINA continues to innovate healthy sleep products using science-based data. One of the
most recent developments is the newly-patented slant bed called the SAMINA Gravity Inclined
Bed. In order to understand our excitement, you have to know the science and research
behind a slant bed and inclined sleeping.
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Brain Circulation
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Gravity Inclined Bed
The Gravity Inclined Bed is the source for more regeneration,
health, vitality and well-being. The slant bed uses an adjustable tilt allowing healthy rest and sleep with the force of gravity.
The innovative slant bed was developed in collaboration with
Luxlet and offers several advantages. The Gravity Inclined
Bed has a preventive effect to reduce snoring and sleep
apnea. It provides relief for people who suffer from heartburn
and acid reflux. Sleeping on the slant bed helps support people with restless legs syndrome and also helps the lymphatic
system in the body (the system of organs and tissues that
rid the body of unwanted materials like waste and toxins). In
general, it can improve heart health, circulation, and blood
pressure regulation.
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